Acme also provides conventional thinBRIK in hundreds of familiar color and size combinations. These units are well suited to interior and exterior, residential and commercial applications, where tighter tolerances are required. Like their extruded counterparts, they offer cost savings and fast installation, with all the richness of fired clay.

For the most up-to-date selection of conventional thinBRIK, in flat and corner units, contact your Acme representative or visit brick.com.
**Introducing New Colors of Extruded thinBRIK™**

The nine thinBRIK™ shown here are in-stock units, available nationwide, in the most popular size used today: modular (2-1/4” x 7-5/8”). Corner units with a 3-5/8” return are available as well.

These extruded thinBRIK are compatible with formliner systems, or with lightweight metal panel systems where brick are secured with thinset mortar and then grouted. To assure optimum adhesion they have two recessed slots running lengthwise.

thinBRIK greatly enhance a commercial building’s exterior façade at a competitive price. Ask your Acme Brick representative for current inventory.